The Role of International Tribunals in Natural Resource Disputes in Latin America

C. Leah Granger

This Comment explores the role played by various types of international tribunals in resolving natural resources disputes. After an examination of four disputes in Latin America, the Comment concludes that the current international system, in which multiple tribunals may have jurisdiction over the same issue, is a net benefit for the environment and society.
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INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation and reinvigoration of international tribunals over the past fifteen years, international forums are increasingly exercising jurisdiction over natural resource disputes previously handled by local courts or resolved through purely diplomatic methods. The conventional wisdom among international legal theorists is that the existence of tribunals with overlapping jurisdictions and the concomitant potential for issuing conflicting decisions will lead to instability, distrust,
and gaming of the international legal system. However, individual tribunals approach disputes from a unique perspective, focusing on different aspects of the issue under review. An examination in this Comment of four disputes in Latin America, each one heard by multiple tribunals, reveals that having access to myriad forums actually fosters greater participation and transparency in the process. Utilization of particular tribunals is what is often most important to parties and, as the case studies show, simply bringing a case to a particular forum sometimes creates sufficient leverage for a party that a dispute may be resolved almost immediately.

Each tribunal operates within a unique legal framework, based on its founding documents, and brings a particular perspective and expertise to any given dispute. Use of multiple tribunals provides the opportunity for the consideration of varied stakeholder interests. Tribunals can be used by participants as signaling devices—to show resolve, create leverage, and balance power. A positive public purpose is served through the simple generation of information and greater public awareness of disputes generated through the use of multiple international tribunals. When tribunals are used in this manner in international environmental disputes, natural resource utilization may be determined in a more participatory manner.

Latin America contains a wealth of natural resources, many of which are shared between neighboring states, and all of which are facing serious development pressures. A comprehensive survey of land use and natural resources shows that Latin America and the Caribbean holds 22 per cent of the world's hydropower potential, 14 per cent of the capacity of the geothermal power systems installed worldwide, 11 per cent of global petroleum reserves, 6 per cent of natural gas and 1.6 per cent of coal. Latin America and the Caribbean represents about 15 per cent of the world's total land area, yet it holds the largest variety of WWF [World Wide Fund for Nature] defined ecoregions, harbouring examples of all biomes, except tundra and taiga (although alpine tundra occurs in isolated spots). It also has the largest species diversity of the world's regions . . . and hosts several of the world's greatest river basins, including the Amazon, Orinoco, Paraná, Tocantins, São Francisco and Grijalva-Usumacinta. . . . Regionalization and globalization have triggered an increase in oil and gas extraction, expanded the use of arable land for monoculture exports and intensified tourism in the Caribbean. . . . Drivers and pressures seldom act in isolation.
resource disputes in the Americas heard by international tribunals during the past decade reveals several examples where stakeholders brought the same dispute to multiple tribunals. The cases include disputes over territorial boundaries, access to fisheries, mining of oil and gas, and industrial development. The region is ideal for a comparative study of the function tribunals are playing in resolving natural resource disputes, as well as how the interplay between multiple tribunals affects dispute outcomes. This analysis is conducted through an examination of four natural resource disputes in Latin America.

The four disputes discussed in this Comment involve: a maritime border between Honduras and Nicaragua; fisheries off the coast of Chile; oil exploration in Ecuador; and proposed pulp mills in Uruguay along the Argentinean border. These disputes share many common characteristics. Each dispute has occurred within the past ten years, involves at least one Latin American country, and concerns the proper utilization of natural resources. While the subject matter and participating stakeholders in each dispute are different, the disputant states share a number of institutional and structural similarities. For instance, each of the state parties belongs to numerous treaty regimes with dispute settlement provisions, and lie within the medium development range, according to the U.N. Human Development Index.

They tend to interact in synergistic ways, and their impacts on biodiversity are more than the sum of the effects of the individual drivers and pressures themselves. For example, sediments from deforestation in the headwaters of the Orinoco River, deep in South America, have impacts far out in the Wider Caribbean Sea basin, changing the nutrient availability and turbidity of the waters. This immense biodiversity is under threat due to habitat loss, land degradation, land-use change, deforestation and marine pollution. Eleven percent of the region is currently under formal protection. Of 178 ecoregions recognized in the region by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), only eight are relatively intact, 27 are relatively stable, 31 are critically endangered, 51 are endangered, 55 are vulnerable, and the remaining six are unclassified. Around one-sixth of the world’s endemic plants and vertebrates are threatened by habitat loss in seven regional “hot spots.”

Id. at 167, 240–42, 245 (internal citations omitted).

3. In preparing this Comment, I compiled a list of all the active regional and international courts available to Latin American countries. I mainly relied on the Project on International Courts and Tribunals and various United Nations Programs to identify viable courts and pressing natural resource issues. Once I had compiled a comprehensive list, I reviewed the individual cases heard by each of those courts during the previous ten years. I began by searching for disputes involving natural resource utilization, and then identified those disputes being heard by multiple tribunals.

4. See Table 1.


Human development is about much more than the rise or fall of national incomes. It is about creating an environment in which people can develop their full potential and
Table 1: Tribunals Available to Countries Involved in the Disputes and Year Joined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribunal</th>
<th>Argentina</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>Colombia</th>
<th>Ecuador</th>
<th>Honduras</th>
<th>Nicaragua</th>
<th>Uruguay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central American Court of Justice (CACJ) (revitalized 1991)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) (founded 2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Court of Justice (ICJ) (founded 1945)</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) (revised 1907)</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signed but did not ratify the Convention, thus were not subject to the IACHR’s jurisdiction.  
†Associate Members of Mercosur.  
‡Observer Country of CAN.  
‡‡Associate Members of CAN.  
‡‡‡Accepts Mandatory Jurisdiction of the ICJ.  
§Agreed to implement Section XI of ITLOS Treaty.

lead productive, creative lives in accord with their needs and interests. People are the real wealth of nations. Development is thus about expanding the choices people have to lead lives that they value. . . . Fundamental to enlarging these choices is building human capabilities—the range of things that people can do or be in life. The most basic capabilities for human development are to lead long and healthy lives, to be knowledgeable, to have access to the resources needed for a decent standard of living and to be able to participate in the life of the community. Without these, many choices are simply not available, and many opportunities in life remain inaccessible. Human development and human rights are mutually reinforcing, helping to secure the well-being and dignity of all people, building self-respect and the respect of others.  

Source: When available, data taken from the United Nations Official Depository or from other official treaty depositories.

As seen in Table 1, the tribunals accessed in these disputes include the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, part of the Organization of American States; the Central American Court of Justice, part of the Central American integration movement; the Dispute Settlement Body of the World Trade Organization; the arbitration body for Mercosur, the Southern Common Market; the International Court of Justice, the judicial arm of the United Nations system; the International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea, part of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, an independent settlement body associated with the World Bank; and World Bank Group’s Office of the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman for the International Finance Corporation and Multilateral Insurance Guarantee Agency.

All the disputing states in this study have the domestic institutional capacity to address natural resource issues, coupled with a strong tradition of using international dispute mechanisms. As a result, the adequacy of internal institutional capacity and development are not serious factors when examining these states' recourse to international tribunals and will not be addressed in this Comment. Additionally, the

---

6. See infra notes 139-140 and accompanying text.
7. See infra notes 50-54 and accompanying text.
8. See infra note 69.
9. See infra note 243.
10. See infra notes 74-77 and accompanying text.
11. See infra notes 114-117 and accompanying text.
12. See infra notes 169-176 and accompanying text.
13. See infra note 212.

[T]here have been some twenty-two instances of legally binding third-party arbitrations or adjudications with respect to sovereignty over territory in Latin America. By comparison, similar rulings apply to only one small case in continental Europe (thirty-six acres between Belgium and the Netherlands); two among independent states in Africa; two in the Middle East; and three in Asia, the Far East, and the Pacific. Certainly, more than any other region on the globe, the Latin Western Hemisphere has a relatively strong tradition of using formal legal procedures to resolve disputes over contested territory. Arbitration was an especially popular form of dispute settlement in Latin America around and shortly after the turn of the century. Several recent cases indicate continuing interest in this form of dispute settlement, including El Salvador and Honduras’s recent use of the ICJ in 1992, and Chile and Argentina’s use of arbitration to settle their contested border in the Laguna del Desierto region in 1994.

Id. at 6-7.
primary focus of this Comment is not on the "enforceability" or "bindingness" of the various tribunals' decisions, but rather it is on the political and social interplay caused by multiple tribunals hearing a single dispute.

I. CONTEMPORARY UNDERSTANDING OF THE FUNCTION OF TRIBUNALS

Tribunals are not all created equally. A tribunal's character is largely determined by its constitutive document, most often a treaty. The composition, functional capacity, scope of authority, accessibility by stakeholders, procedural flexibility, and transparency of process all affect a tribunal's character. At a conceptual level, tribunals share many of the same characteristics as domestic courts—a neutral arbiter assisting disputing parties to reach a resolution. For the tribunal to successfully arbitrate a dispute, each party must trust in the process and be willing to abide by the decision, even if it is unfavorable. The disputants must trust in the fairness of the judge and the process and have an expectation that upon repeated use, they will win approximately half of the time. Unlike domestic courts, which are incorporated into the state machinery and the other branches of the government, making court decisions enforceable, at the international level tribunals are rarely part of a larger infrastructure with coercive power, which can result in decisions with limited enforceability.

One of the foundational tenets of international law is respect for state sovereignty. This respect requires international judicial organs to find alternative methods to encourage utilization of tribunals and compliance with decisions since coercive state power is unavailable.

17. SHAPIRO, supra note 16, at 22-27.
Basing tribunal opinions on treaty law can provide evidence of judicial impartiality and encourage widespread participation by states.20

With the proliferation and reinvigoration of international tribunals since the end of the Cold War, states and organizations have developed a number of special purpose institutions that perform similar functions to traditional tribunals. For instance, public international banks, such as the World Bank Group, have developed and instituted internal review mechanisms mirroring many of the functions of independent tribunals, allowing stakeholders to bring disputes with bank-funded developers to an independent review body. Similarly, the ombudsman for the International Finance Corporation provides many of the same functions as the International Court of Justice, although the two bodies serve different constituencies and have adopted different forms. As another example, many countries from around the world worked through United Nations mechanisms to develop a codified set of laws and an attendant tribunal for the laws of the sea.

Recent academic literature has noted the growth of these special purpose tribunals and has sought to develop analytical tools to aid in qualitative analysis and comparison.21 Laurence Helfer and Anne-Marie Slaughter have developed a checklist of factors influencing the character, and effectiveness of special purpose tribunals.22 These factors are: for member states—composition of the tribunal, its caseload and functional capacity, whether it possesses independent fact-finding capacity, and the formal authority of the instruments that the tribunal interprets; for judges—awareness of audience, neutrality and demonstrated autonomy from political interests, incrementalism, quality of legal reasoning, judicial cross-fertilization and dialogue, and form of opinions; and independent factors—nature of violations, autonomous domestic institutions committed to the rule of law and responsive to citizen interests, and the relative cultural and political homogeneity of states subject to a supranational tribunal.23

While there is considerable debate regarding the relative importance of the factors and how the factors should be measured, the checklist is

23. See id. at 298–337.
nonetheless a useful tool when comparing tribunals like the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and quasi-tribunals like the ombudsman for the International Financial Corporation (IFC). For instance, the ICJ is composed of a panel of judges chosen by all member states of the United Nations with an emphasis on balancing representation from each of the continents and major legal traditions.\textsuperscript{24} In contrast, the IFC ombudsman is chosen by the director of the IFC and serves for a set term.\textsuperscript{25} The budget for the ICJ is voted on by the membership and has generally been quite stable from year to year.\textsuperscript{26} The budget of the IFC ombudsman, on the other hand, is set by the IFC, and the scope of the ombudsman’s review is by necessity limited by the allocation of resources from the IFC director.\textsuperscript{27} Because of these institutional differences, decisions issued by the ICJ will always carry a different weight than recommendations issued by the IFC ombudsman. The composition of a tribunal, its location, and transparency of process all subtly affect the adjudication and resolution of the dispute. Rather than viewing these differences as a negative, they can be seen as giving stakeholders greater flexibility and choice in the type of dispute settlement mechanisms utilized.

II. THE DISPUTES

Each dispute examined in this Comment takes place within a complex political fabric. The international tribunals accessed are just some of the players, and their participation does not guarantee an apolitical or “fair” outcome to the dispute. Recourse to multiple tribunals must affect the outcome, or at least the stakeholders must believe that it will affect the outcome of the dispute, or they would not utilize them.\textsuperscript{28} The scope of jurisdiction and governing law is one explanation for why

\textsuperscript{24} Statute of the International Court of Justice arts. 2–15, June 26, 1945, 59 Stat. 1031 [hereinafter ICJ Statute]. The Statute says judges are to be elected “from among persons of high moral character, who possess the qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment to the highest judicial offices, or are jurisconsults of recognized competence in international law.” \textit{Id.} art. 2. While judges do not represent their country of origin on the court, the rules provide that no more than one person from a single country may sit on the court at a time. Further, the court provides for the possibility of ad hoc judges joining the court on a case-by-case basis if a case involves a party not represented by the current panel of judges. \textit{Id.} arts. 3, 31.


\textsuperscript{28} GUZMAN, \textit{supra} note 16.
parties seek redress from multiple tribunals. Clearly, parties want to be heard in a sympathetic forum. However, in many instances, the tribunal issues no formal decision. If the tribunal’s effectiveness is not necessarily tied to written formal opinions, parties must benefit from the increased public awareness and dissemination of information resulting from filing a case.

Each of the four disputes exemplifies a different function that tribunals may serve and shows how the use of various tribunals may affect the outcome of a dispute. It is important to bear in mind that the right to access tribunals—in fact the very existence of tribunals—is not guaranteed. The international system described in this Comment is a snapshot of an ever-evolving system. Proponents of a democratic and inclusive system must be ever vigilant to preserve and strengthen those features in international tribunals.

A. Tribunals Provide Impartial and Equitable Analysis

One of the most important and basic functions of any tribunal is to provide a fair and unbiased forum. The qualifications of the judges, the applicable law, and the right of affected parties to intervene all change a disputant’s perspective on the fairness of a tribunal, ultimately influencing whether it is likely to comply with tribunal decrees.

1. Honduras-Nicaragua Caribbean Sea Maritime Border Dispute

The Honduras-Nicaragua Caribbean Sea maritime border dispute provides an excellent example of how states were unable to solve a dispute until the parties found a forum they could both respect and agree to be bound by. For the past several decades, Nicaragua and Honduras have been wrangling over land and maritime borders. For much of this time, the two states have had ideologically opposed political systems. From colonial times when land was titled and allocated by the king of Spain without regard to local considerations, through the ideological conflicts of the 1980s, Central American states have struggled for autonomy, independence, and self-identity. While the inhabitants of the


31. According to the CIA World Factbook, Honduras was a haven for U.S.-sponsored anti-Sandinista contras fighting the Marxist Nicaraguan government during the 1980s. The Sandanistas lost political power in the 1990s, but returned to power in the 2006 elections. Id.
two countries share considerable culture and history, there has been significant tension along the borders at times and frequent low-level military skirmishes. Both Honduras and Nicaragua have a long history of utilizing the ICJ, beginning in the 1950s and '60s when the ICJ satisfactorily decided a long-running territorial land dispute between Honduras and Nicaragua. The dispute discussed here involved Honduras and Nicaragua’s shared maritime border on the Caribbean Sea. Nicaragua’s territorial sovereignty was severely limited by a 1928 treaty between Honduras and Colombia dividing most of the Caribbean Sea between them. Nicaragua needed to gain bargaining power and wanted to reach a recognized and respected border agreement.

The Coco River forms the land boundary between Honduras and Nicaragua on the Caribbean Sea. The two countries disagreed about the proper angle the maritime border should follow as it extends out from the mouth of the river into the Caribbean Sea. At stake are the rights to utilize fishing and oil resources. The disputed area has some of the richest lobstering grounds in the Caribbean, harvesting between 6,000 and 8,000 tonnes of lobster annually. This impasse is the most distinct state-to-state dispute of the four case studies.

Throughout the 1990s, Honduran and Nicaraguan fishermen complained about poaching and encroachment from the other side. On multiple occasions, Nicaraguan coast guard vessels seized Honduran fishing vessels in areas claimed by Nicaragua. A 2001 study of the region's spiny lobster fishing economy found that the taking of undersized lobsters, lack of enforcement of existing regulations, and illegal fishing were contributing to the overexploitation of the resource.37 The study found tension between large-scale commercial fishermen in Honduras using traps and artisan fishers in Nicaragua who rely primarily on diving.38 Trap fishermen are able to catch more lobsters than divers, but divers are able to hunt for lobsters in deeper water—each accuse the other of causing the lobsters' decline. Like most of the commercially fished regions in the world, this area has witnessed a dramatic decline in the size and quantity of its catch.39 Inspectors at processing facilities report that

38. Id.
39. Id.
greater than 20 percent of the lobster being processed are below reproductive size and fishermen report that they only harvest 2,500–3,500 pounds in a two-week trip when they used to harvest 10,000 pounds in that same period of time.\textsuperscript{40} Adding to the tension, many of the divers are members of indigenous communities who have traditionally maintained a separate cultural identity.\textsuperscript{41} Honduras wants to maximize its territory in order to support its commercial fishing fleet and minimize the regional influence of Nicaragua. Likewise, Nicaragua wants to maximize its territory in order to protect the livelihood of its indigenous people, develop its commercial fishing fleet, and strengthen its regional presence.

2. \textit{Maritime Delimitation—Nicaragua, Honduras, \& Colombia}

Tensions between Nicaragua and Honduras increased in 1999 when Honduras ratified a maritime treaty with Colombia recognizing Honduras' claim over territory claimed by Nicaragua. The treaty allocated this oceanic region to Honduras for its exclusive economic development.\textsuperscript{42}

Immediately following Honduras' ratification of the treaty, Nicaragua initiated proceedings in several forums seeking recognition of its claimed maritime border. Nicaragua first filed a petition against Honduras with the Central American Court of Justice (CACJ), requesting the court to declare Honduras in violation of its regional community integration obligations.\textsuperscript{43} Honduras objected to the jurisdiction of the court,\textsuperscript{44} and within a week of the initial treaty signing,

\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 29.

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 26.


\textsuperscript{44} Corte Centroamericana de Justicia, Demanda por violación de normativa del y principios comunitarios centroamericanos del Sistema de la Integración Centroamericana (SICA) (Nov. 27, 2001), \textit{available at} \url{http://www.ccj.org.ni/resolnes/94-05/Resol25.pdf} [hereinafter CACJ Resolution 25]; Corte Centroamericana de Justicia, Demanda de revocación de disposiciones legales, actos administrativos y actuaciones de hecho adoptadas por la República de Nicaragua que afectan y violan la Normativa Jurídica y el funcionamiento del Sistema de Integración Centroamericana, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.ccj.org.ni/resolnes/94-05/Resol26.pdf}. 
Nicaragua responded by filing a petition against Honduras with the ICJ. Additionally, Nicaragua engaged in extrajudicial measures, imposing import tariffs on a number of Colombian and Honduran imports. In response to the tariffs, Colombia and Honduras initiated proceedings against Nicaragua at the WTO in June 2000. The WTO proceedings were suspended pending resolution of the real matter in interest—the maritime border—at the ICJ. Nicaragua filed a petition, similar to the one filed against Honduras in 1999, against Colombia with the ICJ in 2001.

a. Proceedings before the Central American Court of Justice

While the economic aspects of integration continue to move forward in Central America, judicial integration has been hindered by the limited participation of Central American Integration System (“SICA”) members in the Central American Court of Justice. The Central American countries have been experimenting with a regional court of justice since at least 1907; the current iteration of the CACJ came about in 1991 with the signing of the Protocol of Tegucigalpa. The Protocol reformed SICA within the Organization of Central American States and revived the CACJ. The mission of the Court is to help integrate its members and establish a more democratic and peaceful region. The CACJ Statute reads, “It has been a strong and lasting desire of the states of the Central American Isthmus that they be recognized as one nation, as this recognition would accord their peoples the full attainment of


46. Request for Consultations by Colombia, Nicaragua—Measures Affecting Imports From Honduras and Colombia, WT/DS188/1 (Jan. 20, 2000); Request for Consultations by Honduras, Nicaragua—Measures Affecting Imports From Honduras and Colombia, WTO/DS201/1 (Jun. 13, 2000).

47. Request for Consultations by Colombia, supra note 46; Request for Consultations by Honduras, supra note 46.


justice, legal security and general welfare."52 The jurisdiction language of the Statute reads quite strongly, stating that the CACJ views itself as having "exclusive jurisdiction over the states of the Isthmus.... [and that] the court has absolute competence which excludes every other Tribunal." The decisions of the court are binding on the parties only.53 The Court's jurisdiction is expansive in that Article 35 of the Statute actually requires that Central American states bring any interstate treaty or agreement dispute affecting Central American economic integration to the CACJ.54 But with only El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua accepting the jurisdiction of the court, the CACJ has struggled to establish its viability and hears few cases.55

Almost immediately after receiving notification from Honduras that the country intended to sign the maritime treaty with Colombia, Nicaragua filed a petition with the CACJ against Honduras for violation of community norms of Central American integration and cooperation.56 Upon receiving Nicaragua's petition, the CACJ immediately accepted the case even though Honduras did not agree to submit the matter to the Court.57 Honduras' repudiation of jurisdiction was a problem for the CACJ because it made it less likely that Honduras would comply with any subsequent ruling. However, on November 30, 1999, just one day after Nicaragua's initial petition, the CACJ issued a preliminary order calling on Honduras to suspend ratification of the treaty with Colombia.58 Honduras refused, and the Court responded by authorizing SICA members to take appropriate measures to ensure Honduras's compliance with its order requiring suspension of ratification.59 Nicaragua implemented a 35 percent duty on Honduran and Colombian imports,60 and in response Honduras filed a counter-petition with the CACJ.

52. CACJ Statute, supra note 50, ("History").
53. Id. ("A Jurisdictional Power for the Central American States").
54. O'Keefe, supra note 42, at 251.
55. The Court is currently composed of one permanent judge (and one alternate) from each member country. CACJ Statute, supra note 50, art. 8 (providing for the court to be "composed of one or more Magistrates from each state. Each Magistrate shall have an alternate"). Since only El Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras have thus far accepted the binding jurisdiction of the court, only those three countries have representatives. Each national Supreme Court elects a representative to serve on the CACJ for a ten-year term. Id. arts. 10-11.
56. GACETA OFICIAL CORTE CENTROAMERICANA DE JUSTICIA, supra note 43, at 7-10; O'Keefe, supra note 42, at 254-55.
58. CACJ Resolution 25, supra note 44, at 25.
59. O'Keefe, supra note 42, at 255.
60. GACETA OFICIAL CORTE CENTROAMERICANA DE JUSTICIA, supra note 43, at 9.
claiming this duty violated regional integration principles.\textsuperscript{61} The CACJ agreed with Honduras and ordered Nicaragua to suspend the tariff on Honduran goods. Nicaragua refused.\textsuperscript{62}

Strategically, Nicaragua’s utilization of the CACJ makes sense. Colombia had no recourse at the CACJ to Nicaragua’s application of a 35 percent import tariff because it is not a member of SICA. Nicaragua had a strong voice on the CACJ, since it appointed one of the three judges, and likely thought it would receive favorable treatment from a regional court whose mission is to integrate its members. The CACJ’s loyalty lies with member states, so the Court would likely issue a decision that would favor and strengthen member states over nonmember states.

However, the effectiveness of the CACJ was limited by the lack of compliance by both parties when decisions were unfavorable to their side. Honduras ignored the Court when it ordered suspension of the treaty ratification process. Nicaragua, in turn, ignored the Court when it ordered suspension of the import tariff on Honduran goods. The CACJ’s effectiveness was also limited by a split decision of the court. The judge from Honduras strongly dissented from the CACJ’s decision to hear Nicaragua’s claim on the basis that Article 22 of the CACJ Statute prohibits the court from resolving a territorial dispute unless all the affected members agreed to the Court’s jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{63} Further, while in theory the Court could hear the maritime or tariff dispute between Nicaragua and Colombia, Colombia would likely never submit to the jurisdiction of a court in which it had no part in forming and had no judicial representative. After a flurry of initial filings, the Central American Court of Justice was unable to definitively settle this dispute because it ultimately lacked the requisite credibility with both Honduras and Nicaragua. In all likelihood, Nicaragua’s utilization of the CACJ was more about getting Honduras’ attention—a way to begin the discussion. Bringing the dispute first to the CACJ and later implementing tariffs against Honduras signaled to Honduras that Nicaragua was serious about settling the maritime boundary.

\textbf{b. Proceedings before the World Trade Organization}

Nicaragua’s imposition of import tariffs on Honduran and Colombian goods violated the parties’ agreement as members of the WTO. In January 2000, following WTO procedures, Colombia requested consultations with Nicaragua regarding the new import taxes being levied

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{61} CACJ Resolution 25, supra note 44, at 33.
\textsuperscript{62} O’Keefe, supra note 42, at 255.
\textsuperscript{63} CACJ Statute, supra note 50, art. 22.
\end{flushleft}
on Colombian goods and services.\textsuperscript{64} Colombia claimed these duties violated Articles I and II of GATT 1994.\textsuperscript{65} In June 2000, Honduras submitted a similar request for consultations and institution of proceedings to the WTO.\textsuperscript{66} Nicaragua defended its actions to the WTO members claiming the tariffs were legal based on GATT Article XXI, which allows states to value some treaty obligations above trade obligations.\textsuperscript{67} Consultations having failed to resolve the dispute, Colombia requested an arbitral panel be established in May 2000.\textsuperscript{68} The WTO membership, meeting as the Dispute Settlement Body (WTO DSB),\textsuperscript{69} granted Colombia's request to constitute an ad hoc panel while at the same time strongly registering their preference for Colombia, Honduras, and Nicaragua to solve their dispute either informally or in a more appropriate forum.\textsuperscript{70}

After considerable behind-the-scenes diplomacy by several influential countries, Nicaragua and Honduras agreed to submit their territorial dispute to the ICJ, rather than constitute the WTO panel.\textsuperscript{71} The parties acknowledged that the real issue at dispute was territorial and that the WTO DSB would not have the jurisdiction or institutional ability to properly settle the real issue.\textsuperscript{72} The parties ultimately chose to have the ICJ, a court of general jurisdiction with significant experience settling border disputes, settle the dispute. Nicaragua suspended the 35 percent tariff pending resolution of the dispute at the ICJ.\textsuperscript{73}

c. Proceedings before the ICJ

The International Court of Justice became operational in 1946 as the judicial body of the United Nations. It is organized as a court of general jurisdiction in the United Nations.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{64} Request for Consultations by Colombia, \textit{supra} note 46.
\item \textsuperscript{65} The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, GATT, is an annex to the agreement creating the World Trade Organization. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, WTO Agreement, Annex 1A, arts. I, II, 1867 U.N.T.S. 187, 33 I.L.M. 1153 [hereinafter GATT 1994].
\item \textsuperscript{66} Request for Consultations by Honduras, \textit{supra} note 46.
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jurisdiction, settling disputes between member states and giving advisory opinions to authorized U.N. agencies and organs.\textsuperscript{74} The purpose of the ICJ, as the judicial arm of the United Nations, is to bring about the settlement of disputes by peaceful means and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law.\textsuperscript{75} The Court is authorized to issue "interim" or "provisional measures"\textsuperscript{76} at the outset of a case when immediate action is required to preserve the substantial interest of one of the disputing parties.\textsuperscript{77} While the Court's final judgment in a particular case is only binding on the parties to the dispute, decisions have significant precedential impact and are considered highly relevant and persuasive in future international tribunal adjudications.

Nicaragua brought two separate cases to the ICJ. First, Nicaragua filed a claim against Honduras asking the ICJ to determine the Caribbean maritime border and ownership of several islands between Nicaragua and Honduras.\textsuperscript{78} Second, Nicaragua filed a claim against Colombia asking the ICJ to determine the Caribbean maritime border between Nicaragua and Colombia.\textsuperscript{79}

Nicaragua filed its case against Honduras with the ICJ on December 8, 1999 while proceedings were still ongoing before the CACJ.\textsuperscript{80} By filing a case with the ICJ while the dispute was still ongoing with the CACJ, Nicaragua implicitly acknowledged that the CACJ would be unable to successfully resolve the dispute. Nicaragua requested the ICJ determine the course of the single maritime boundary between areas of territorial sea, continental shelf and exclusive economic zone appertaining respectively to Nicaragua and Honduras, in accordance with equitable principles and relevant circumstances recognized by general international law as applicable to such a delimitation of a single maritime boundary.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{74} ICJ Statute, \textit{supra} note 24, arts. 34–38.
\textsuperscript{75} U.N. Charter, art. 1, 59 Stat. 1031. The Court can make recommendations to the Security Council upon conclusion of a case. ICJ Statute, \textit{supra} note 24, art. 41. The Court is composed of fifteen members, who are elected to nine-year terms by the General Assembly and the Security Council of the United Nations. \textit{Id.} arts. 2–15. Judges must satisfy the requirements of their home state for service in the highest judicial position of their country or be widely recognized as particularly competent in international law. Generally, the Court seeks to have jurists representing the main forms of civilization and the major legal systems of the world. \textit{INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE, supra} note 26, at 52.
\textsuperscript{76} Interim or provision measures are orders of the court, similar to a temporary injunction, used to protect the interest of parties prior to resolution of the dispute.
\textsuperscript{77} \textit{INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE, supra} note 26, at 64.
\textsuperscript{78} Application Instituting Proceedings, \textit{supra} note 45.
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.} \textsection 6.
Nicaragua indicated that it would potentially seek compensation for seizure of fishing vessels as well as any past or future extraction of natural resources within the disputed territory.\textsuperscript{82}

The first hurdle facing a petitioner to the ICJ is the satisfactory demonstration of the ICJ’s jurisdiction. Jurisdiction may be established in one of several ways: a state may grant the Court universal jurisdiction; may grant jurisdiction in a certain area as specified by a treaty; or two states may negotiate to bring a specific dispute before the Court.\textsuperscript{83} Requiring prior consent both respects state sovereignty and makes it more likely that states will comply with the Court’s ruling. In most instances the Court relies on a state’s prior consent to jurisdiction and respect for the legal institution to ensure compliance with its ruling.\textsuperscript{84} To establish ICJ jurisdiction, Nicaragua invoked Article XXXI of the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (“Pact of Bogota”),\textsuperscript{85} signed by both countries in 1948. Under this treaty they accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court.\textsuperscript{86} Unlike the referral to the Central American Court of Justice, Honduras did not dispute the jurisdiction of the ICJ\textsuperscript{87} even though there were valid jurisdictional challenges that could have easily been raised.\textsuperscript{88} Both countries have had a number of positive experiences bringing cases to the ICJ and the court has a well-established track record for resolving border disputes fairly and successfully.\textsuperscript{89} Also the previous proceedings at the CACJ had created the necessary political conditions such that if Honduras challenged the ICJ’s jurisdiction, it would have reflected poorly on Honduras both domestically and internationally.

Oral arguments on the merits of the Honduras-Nicaragua case were heard in March 2007.\textsuperscript{90} Since none of the permanent judges were from either state, both parties exercised their right under the ICJ Statute to

\textsuperscript{82.} Id. ¶ 7.
\textsuperscript{83.} ICJ Statute, supra note 24, art. 36.
\textsuperscript{84.} See Constanze Shulte, Compliance with Decisions of the International Court of Justice (2004).
\textsuperscript{85.} Pact of Bogota, supra note 57.
\textsuperscript{86.} Application Instituting Proceedings, supra note 45. This was just one of three possible avenues the states could have chosen. See ICJ Statute, supra note 24, art. 36.
have ad hoc judges from their respective countries. The ICJ issued its opinion on October 8, 2007. The Court determined that no traditional maritime boundary existed between Nicaragua and Honduras, and then applied international law as codified by the Law of the Sea Convention and previous ICJ delimitation decisions to reach a decision on the proper boundary line. The Court ultimately rejected both Nicaragua’s and Honduras’s suggested borders, instead utilizing a bisector method that, perhaps coincidentally, divides the disputed maritime area equally between the two countries. Nicaragua and Honduras have both embraced the ICJ’s decision.

Figure 2: ICJ-Determined Maritime Border between Honduras and Nicaragua


3. Function of the International Tribunals in this Dispute

In this dispute between Honduras and Nicaragua, the ICJ provided reliability and neutrality to the disputing parties. This case is a classic state-to-state dispute and an area in which the ICJ has considerable experience. Possibly even more importantly, the ICJ successfully resolved a territorial land dispute between Honduras and Nicaragua in

91. ICJ Statute, supra note 24, arts. 9, 31.
92. Nicaragua-Honduras Maritime Dispute Judgment, supra note 34.
The parties knew before beginning their latest proceedings that the Court had treated them fairly on a previous occasion and that all parties concerned would likely comply with the ultimate decision of the Court. This assurance allowed the parties to trust in the ICJ process, something they clearly couldn't do with the CACJ.

Why then, if the disputants knew the ICJ was a good forum and had success there previously, did they first go to the CACJ and the WTO? While Nicaragua has not made clear its purpose for first bringing the case to the CACJ, the nearby location of the court, and the speediness with which the CACJ was able to address the dispute may be reasons why the CACJ appealed to Nicaragua as a court of first resort. Additionally, Nicaragua may have wanted to remind Honduras of its commitment to regional integration. Bringing such an important issue to the CACJ also had the potential to increase the Court's prestige, if it had been able to resolve the dispute successfully. One explanation for Nicaragua's action may be it thought a "home grown" institution such as the CACJ would be more sympathetic to its claims. However, Nicaragua's favorable treatment by the CACJ did not solve its problem because Honduras continued to recognize its treaty with Colombia.

All attempts at political negotiations having failed, and trade retaliation removed as a diplomatic option by membership in the WTO, Nicaragua had few options short of armed warfare. Nicaragua's retaliatory trade actions against Honduras and Colombia were effectively curtailed by Colombia bringing the illegal tariff action to the WTO. By airing this grievance before the entire membership of the WTO, sitting as the Dispute Settlement Body, Colombia elevated the dispute's importance and was able to rally support against Nicaragua for taking unilateral action.

After exhausting these other options, Nicaragua turned to a reliable and neutral forum—the ICJ. This tribunal allowed all the state parties to be heard. The ICJ's credibility with all parties, based on the ICJ's track record, provided the needed assurance that the dispute would be settled fairly. The result reinforces the credibility of the court and promotes the ICJ's value in the international community.

---

95. Arbitral Award Made by the King of Spain, supra note 33.
96. The parties could not bring the case to ITLOS because at the time of the dispute, both parties had not submitted to the jurisdiction of that tribunal.
97. Nicaragua-Honduras Maritime Dispute Judgment, supra note 34.
98. Id.
B. Tribunals Frame Issues Differently, in Accordance with Their Unique Mandate

The Nicaragua-Honduras dispute provides an example of how a state may use multiple tribunals, each looking at a different aspect of the dispute, to elevate the importance of a dispute. By understanding that tribunals are influenced by their constitutive documents, by the scope of their authoritative law, and by the experiences of the judges hearing the cases, disputing states can gain strategic ground by bringing their dispute to the most sympathetic forum where key points might get a better hearing. Nicaragua attempted this by first bringing its dispute to the CACJ. This strategy largely failed because the Court lacked respect in the regional and global community, with only three countries having accepted its jurisdiction. Neither Nicaragua nor Honduras was willing to “buy into” the authority of the Central American Court of Justice when the outcome was not in its favor.

The Chile-European Community (EC) swordfish dispute provides an example where both parties were heavily invested in the success of and respected the authority of the two tribunals chosen—the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) and the WTO.

1. The Chile-EC Swordfish Dispute

Because of global currents, the South Pacific—specifically the area off the coast of Chile—has some of the richest fisheries in the world. Beginning in 1990, commercial fishermen from Europe, Japan, and Chile increasingly focused their fishing activities in the Southeast Pacific high seas area. By international law, the high seas may be used by any country. In direct proportion to the increased catch from this high seas area, Chile observed a decrease in the catch from within its exclusive economic zone and a collapse of the artisan driftnet fishing economy.

99. See supra note 50.

The concept of the exclusive economic zone is one of the most important pillars of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea. The regime of the exclusive economic zone is perhaps the most complex and multifaceted in the whole Convention. The
While there was debate among the stakeholders as to whom to blame, everyone agreed the swordfish stock was rapidly declining and faced collapse.\textsuperscript{105} In 1990 Chile began enacting laws aimed at limiting swordfish catches.\textsuperscript{106} It established a number of limitations on fishermen and prohibited the "landing in Chilean ports of captures obtained in contravention to these measures."\textsuperscript{107} Chile's law caused hardship for European fishing interests who did not comply and who were therefore unable to offload their catch in Chilean ports for packaging and shipment to the United States and Europe. Unable to reach an arrangement on their own, Chile and the EC finally raised the issue of access to ports and fish stock management with two different international tribunals—the WTO Dispute Settlement Body and ITLOS.\textsuperscript{108}
a.  **Europe Files a Complaint with the WTO**

In April 2000, the EC initiated proceedings in the WTO against Chile for its domestic law prohibiting foreign vessels from unloading swordfish in Chilean ports for the purpose of storage or shipment. Specifically, the EC challenged the application of Article 165 of the 1991 Chilean Fisheries Law, which grants Chile the authority to regulate fish stocks within its exclusive economic zone as well as de facto regulation of the high seas. The contested Chilean law required all commercial fishing vessels wishing to dock at a Chilean port to implement a number of conservation measures regardless of where the fish were caught, including: allowing Chilean scientific officers to board and inspect fishing vessels, carrying of on-board monitoring equipment, and reporting of activities to the Chilean Navy. The EC claimed Chile’s regulation of swordfish unloading was a substantive violation of WTO obligations under GATT 1994 Articles V “Freedom of Transit” and XI “General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions.”

The WTO DSB approved establishment of a panel to hear the dispute in December 2000 after initial consultations between the parties failed to resolve the dispute.

b.  **Chile Responds by Initiating Proceedings with ITLOS**

In December 2000 Chile submitted a petition to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea for consideration regarding the conservation of swordfish stocks by Chile and the EC. ITLOS is the judicial body created by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The Convention establishes a legal framework to regulate all

---

110. *Id.*
ocean space, its uses, and resources. An action can be initiated through an application to the tribunal or through submission of a special agreement. The judgment of the tribunal is final and binding. The tribunal may also interpret a previously issued judgment upon request or issue provisional measures in order to preserve the rights of the parties to the dispute, or to prevent serious harm to the marine environment, pending the final decision.

Chile requested, with the EC's consent, that ITLOS form a Special Chamber to deal with their dispute. Both Chile and the EC raised Law of the Sea Convention compliance questions with the tribunal, involving whether Chile could limit access to its fisheries and whether the EC's actions were depleting swordfish stocks.

115. R.R. CHURCHILL & A.V. LOWE, THE LAW OF THE SEA 24 (3d ed. 1999) (UNCLOS "provides a framework within which most uses of the seas are located", however, there is "no single text containing the whole of that law.").

116. ITLOS Statute, supra note 102, art. 24. Once the Tribunal's jurisdiction has been established the parties make written submissions and then there are oral proceedings. Id. art. 26.

117. Id. arts. 25, 33; UNCLOS, supra note 114, art. 290.

118. Abstract of ITLOS: Conservation and Sustainable Exploitation of Swordfish Stocks in the South-Eastern Pacific Ocean (Chile/European Community) (Order on Constitution of Chamber) 40 I.L.M. 474 (2001). A Special Chamber is a subgroup of the tribunal selected to hear a dispute, so that the entire tribunal does not have to sit together to resolve a dispute. ITLOS Statute, supra note 102, art. 15.

119. Chile raised these questions:

(a) whether the European Community has complied with its obligations under the Convention . . . to ensure conservation of swordfish . . . in the high seas adjacent to Chile's exclusive economic zone;

(b) whether the European Community has complied with its obligations under the Convention . . . to co-operate directly with Chile as a coastal State for the conservation of swordfish in the high seas adjacent to Chile's exclusive economic zone as also to report its catches and other information relevant to this fishery to the competent international organization and to the coastal State;

(c) in relation to the foregoing, whether the European Community has challenged the sovereign right and duty of Chile, as a coastal State, to prescribe measures within its national jurisdiction for the conservation of swordfish and to ensure their implementation in its ports, in a non-discriminatory manner, as well as the measures themselves, and whether such challenge would be compatible with the Convention;

(d) whether the obligations arising under articles 300 and 297, paragraph 1 (b), of the Convention, as also the general thrust of the Convention in that regard, have been fulfilled in this case by the European Community.

The European Community raised these questions:

(e) whether the Chilean Decree 598 which purports to apply Chile's unilateral conservation measures relating to swordfish on the high seas is in breach of, inter alia, articles 87, 89 and 116 to 119 of the Convention;

(f) whether the "Galapagos Agreement" . . . was negotiated into in keeping with the provisions of the Convention and whether its substantive provisions are in consonance with, inter alia, articles 64 and 116 to 119 of the Convention;
c. Political Resolution of the Dispute

Neither the WTO panel nor the ITLOS panel began substantive review of the issue before the parties reached a political resolution. After a series of high level meetings, the EC and Chile reached a provisional resolution to their dispute in late January 2001, just a month after they had filed claims at ITLOS and the WTO. Then in March 2001, they announced indefinite suspension of the WTO DSB process as the parties had reached an amicable agreement. The parties also notified the ITLOS Special Chamber that they had reached a provisional agreement and requested to suspend the proceedings. Each party reserved the right to revive the proceedings in the future and have since maintained timely extensions of that right.

In its provisional agreement, Chile agreed to provide limited port access for EC fishing boats, and both countries agreed to coordinate scientific and technical conservation efforts by establishing a multilateral framework for the conservation and management of swordfish in the Southeastern Pacific Ocean.

2. Function of the International Tribunals in this Dispute

While Chile and the EC reached a tentative settlement before either tribunal issued a formal ruling, the dispute shows how opposing parties

(g) whether Chile’s actions concerning the conservation of swordfish are in conformity with article 300 of the Convention and whether Chile and the European Community remain under a duty to negotiate an agreement on cooperation under article 64 of the Convention . . . .


121. Orellana, supra note 101, at 68.


124. Id.

and the different tribunals framed the issue and how this shaped the outcome. The EC appealed to the WTO and framed its complaint in terms of denial of port access for its fishing vessels. The EC contended this denial was a substantive violation of WTO obligations under GATT Articles V and XI (freedom of transit and elimination of nontariff barriers). In contrast, Chile framed the dispute in conservation terms, invoking the need for sustainable fishing practices. Having an international tribunal, such as ITLOS, whose constitutive documents expressly place high value on the conservation of fish stocks, allowed Chile to reframe the issue. The two tribunals together provided a more complete picture of the competing interests at play. Without ITLOS, Chile would not have been able to generate the same kind of international credibility for its restrictive domestic fishing laws. The final agreement between the parties takes into account the issues presented in both dispute forums. The EC agreed to on-board monitoring and sharing of information, and Chile granted access to its ports.

The tribunals in this dispute acted less as decisionmakers and more as “signaling” devices. Chile was able to signal to the EC that its government took the swordfish issue seriously, giving the nation greater leverage in negotiations. Invoking the conservation and sustainability clauses of the Law of the Sea Convention added credibility to Chile’s domestic laws, because Chile could argue that it was acting in accordance with an international mandate. In Europe, powerful domestic conservation and environmental protection constituencies made it difficult for the government to openly disregard a treaty as important as the Law of the Sea Convention. The EC was able to signal, through its recourse to the WTO, that discriminatory protectionist measures would not be tolerated under the guise of conservation. Chile, with its strong commitment to free and open markets, could not ignore its WTO obligations. Additionally, Chile was in the final phases of negotiating a broad free trade agreement with the EC, and the swordfish issue needed to be settled.

The tribunals played another role in this dispute—providing political cover for the disputants. The EC and Chile were able to appease their respective domestic fishing constituencies by making a good faith show of attempting to maximize their access to the fishing stock by bringing their complaints to the international tribunals.

126. Orellana, supra note 101, at 56.
127. GATT 1994, supra note 65, arts. V, XI.
128. Orellana, supra note 101, at 56.
129. Id. at 69–71.
130. Shamsey, supra note 120, at 538–39.
Speedy resolution of this seemingly intractable dispute was largely possible because Chile and the EC were in the final negotiations of a free trade agreement, and neither side wanted the trade agreement to fail because of the swordfish dispute. Without the Law of the Sea Convention and the opportunity to file a claim with ITLOS, one can easily imagine Chile lacking any real negotiating leverage over the more powerful EC, a much larger trading partner. ITLOS bolstered and validated Chile’s conservation concerns by providing a legal framework which emphasizes sustainability and cooperation, thereby strengthening its bargaining position in the political resolution of the dispute. Bringing a claim to this internationally prominent tribunal also helped raise awareness within Europe of the EC’s practices overseas. The compromises by both sides in the final agreement reflect the equalized bargaining positions of the two parties.

C. Tribunals Allow Increased Participation by Nonstate Actors

In the maritime border dispute and in the swordfish dispute, the real parties in interest—the commercial and artisan fishermen directly affected by the outcome of the dispute—had to advocate for their positions through government intermediaries. A stakeholder’s position may be strengthened or weakened by having to act through a government representative. Increasingly, stakeholders can access some forums directly if their government cannot or does not adequately represent their position. Nonstate actors in international courts may be able to change the internal political landscape of a country by increasing international awareness of a domestic practice or policy. International forums may also give traditionally underrepresented domestic constituencies an opportunity to air their grievances, without needing to first gain the support of the domestic government. Additionally, countries may have greater flexibility in their international relations if they are not required to “take sides” between competing domestic constituencies or interests. The disputes surrounding oil production and indigenous peoples’ rights in the Ecuadorian Amazon provide a striking example of how nonstate actors can affect state behavior with the use of international tribunals.

1. Oil Production Versus Indigenous Rights in Ecuador

Among the richest oil fields in Latin America, Ecuadorian oil fields contain an estimated 5 billion barrels of oil, and current operations account for nearly half of its annual export revenue and one-third of its

132. Id.; Orellana, supra note 101, at 69.
annual tax revenues. Most of the oil is located on the eastern side of the Andes in lowland rainforest areas inhabited predominantly by indigenous communities. Ecuador produces 2 percent of the total oil consumed by the United States annually, making it the eighth largest foreign supplier. For decades, oil companies and indigenous communities have feuded. In recent years, the parties have sought recourse from international tribunals.

Two separate, but interconnected oil disputes are currently being litigated at the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) and the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). First, the Sarayaku indigenous community has filed a claim against Ecuador in the IACHR, alleging that operations by oil companies in Sarayaku territory are violating their human rights. The Ecuadorian Constitution obligates the government to protect indigenous peoples and their way of life.

Second, Occidental Petroleum, which produces 20 percent of Ecuador's oil, has filed a claim against Ecuador with ICSID for Ecuador's suspension of Occidental's contract rights and seizure of $1 billion of assets, against the backdrop of anti-Occidental indigenous


136. Id.

With respect to the Ecuadorian State's affirmation that the administrative disputes remedy, rather than the constitutional remedy of amparo, was the appropriate remedy to resolve the alleged infringement of a legal right, the petitioners state that the Ecuadorian State, in its argument, fails to recognize the imminence and severity of harm to human and constitutional rights to which members of the Sarayaku indigenous people were exposed due to acts and omissions by the State and the oil companies operating in their territory, in other words, the main elements that distinguish constitutional amparo from the administrative disputes remedy. Moreover, they added that the State fails to recognize that the Sarayaku indigenous community's main purpose in filing a constitutional amparo suit was not to request the annulment of the contractual concession signed by the State and the oil company, but rather to put an end to the non-consulted and unconstitutional incursion into their legal and ancestral territory which violated their rights enshrined in the Ecuadorian Constitution and in international treaties, including the American Convention.

activism. While in a strict sense these are two separate cases, in practice the two cases represent different sides of the same problem for the Ecuadorian government—how to have a functional and sustainable economy while protecting human rights.

a. Indigenous Community Sues Ecuador for Human Rights Violations

Following on the success of the Awas Tingni indigenous community in its land use claim against Nicaragua, in which the IACHR for the first time recognized the rights of a community to stay together and to maintain and manage traditional territory, the Sarayaku indigenous community filed a claim against Ecuador with the IACHR.

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights were both created by the Organization of American States with the 1969 signing of the American Convention on Human Rights. The purpose of the Convention is to safeguard essential human rights, with the Court applying and interpreting the Convention to ensure compliance with its obligations by member states. The Inter-American Human Rights System utilizes an intermediary body, the

139. The landmark case in the IACHR—Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., (Ser. C) No. 79 (Aug. 31, 2001)—was the first time the Court recognized the collective right of indigenous peoples to their land and resources, based on Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights. The Court ordered Nicaragua to adopt forthwith all necessary measures to protect the use and enjoyment of the property of the lands belonging to the Mayagna Awas Tingni Community and the natural resources that exist therein and, specifically, measures aimed at avoiding immediate and irreparable damage resulting from the activities of third parties who had settled in the Community's territory or who were exploiting the natural resources that exist therein, until the final delimitation and demarcation of the lands and the award of title ordered by the Court have been carried out; to allow the petitioners to take part in the planning and implementation of the measures and, in general, to keep them informed on the status of the measures ordered by the Inter-American Court.


141. American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 140, art. 62.
Commission, to screen potential cases before they reach the Court. One of the ways in which the Court fulfills its core mission of upholding respect for human rights is through adjudication of contentious cases involving situations where a state is alleged to have violated a person's human rights. In such instances, the IACHR's goal is to determine whether a state has incurred international responsibility by violating any of the rights embodied or established in the Convention. The decisions of the Court are final and binding upon the parties. The Court regularly monitors states to make sure they comply with judgments and can reopen cases if necessary.

The Commission forwarded the Sarayaku case to the Court in 2004, and in July 2004, the Court ordered Ecuador to take action to effectively protect the lives and personal integrity (i.e. no incarceration or forced relocation) of indigenous community members. Provisional measures issued by the Court in June 2005 reiterated that the Ecuadorian government should enable the Sarayaku to:

- carry out their activities and use the natural resources that exist in the territory where they are settled; specifically, the State must adopt those measures tending to avoid immediate and irreparable damage to their lives and personal integrity as a result of the activities of third parties... who exploit the natural resources within the community.

The Court further ordered the Ecuadorian government to immediately remove several tons of explosive material left in the Sarayaku territory by an oil company seeking to begin oil exploration in the area.

In deciding the prior Awas Tingni case, the court relied on broad principles of fundamental human rights. The Court noted, "Indigenous groups, by the fact of their very existence, have the right to live freely in their own territory; the close ties of indigenous peoples with the land must be recognized and understood as the fundamental basis of their cultures, their spiritual life, their integrity, and their economic survival." This understanding has been incorporated into the Court's jurisprudence.

In issuing the provisional measures in the Sarayaku case, the tribunal relied exclusively on the Human Rights Convention and on previous

---

142. *Id. *art. 61 ("Only the States Parties and the Commission shall have the right to submit a case to the Court" in accordance with articles 48–50.).
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IACHR cases.\textsuperscript{147} At a minimum, this decision shows a growing body of jurisprudence by the Court and may also signal an increased confidence of the judiciary to issue decisions based solely on prior decisions and the Human Rights Convention. Specifically the tribunal referenced the \textit{Community of Peace of San Jose de Apartado} case (Colombia)\textsuperscript{148} as particularly influential in extending the exercise of provisional measures to an entire community to avoid irreparable harm, rather than limiting provisional measures as only applicable to single identified individuals.\textsuperscript{149} In a concurring opinion, Justice Cancado-Trindade relied on broad international concepts of human rights, arguing that the basic protections of the individual are represented across many different treaties.\textsuperscript{150} While he did not explicitly say that these basic rights are customary international law,\textsuperscript{151} he argued as much. He says the state has an obligation to protect the entire community in order to protect individual rights.\textsuperscript{152}

Initially, the order of provisional measures was treated with considerable hostility by the Ecuadorian government. However, in 2007 a new government was elected with the strong support of the indigenous population, suggesting it may treat the decision of the IACHR with more respect. The IACHR provisional measures potentially provide the Ecuadorian government with strong justification for any future potential conservation measures, without the government having to adopt an explicitly conservationist stance. The government can claim that its conservation measures are obligated by compliance with the IACHR orders.

\textbf{b. Occidental Sues Ecuador for Violation of Bilateral Investment Treaty}

U.S.-based Occidental Petroleum is Ecuador’s largest privately operated oil company. In May 2006, Ecuador cancelled Occidental’s contract to exploit a large oil field.\textsuperscript{153} The official reason offered by the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{148} Community of Peace of San José de Apartado Case, 2002 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (Ser. E) (Oct. 9, 2000).
\textsuperscript{150} \it{Id}. (Cancado-Trindade, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{151} Customary international law refers to those norms which are seen as so inviolable that all states follow them whether they are codified into a treaty or not. \textit{See} JEFFREY L. DUNOFF ET AL., \textit{INTERNATIONAL LAW NORMS, ACTORS, PROCESS} 35–37 (2d ed. 2006).
\textsuperscript{153} Ken Purchase, \textit{Canada: The Occidental Touris—Expropriation Claim Tests BIT Efficacy}, Int’l Trade Bull (Blakes) (July 2006), \textit{available at} http://www.blakes.com/english/
government was that Occidental had violated the terms of the contract by selling a portion of the contract to a Canadian company without notifying or seeking the approval of the government. However, this alleged contract violation may have simply provided cover to evict an oil company in a tense relationship with the government. Indigenous communities have been protesting Occidental since the company's arrival in 1985, demanding the cessation of oil extraction in their traditional homelands. The indigenous activists have become increasingly coordinated and politically active, at times bringing the entire country to a halt with massive protests.

Under the direction of then-Finance Minister Raphael Correa, Ecuador changed its policy concerning imposition of a 12 percent value added tax on items procured in association with oil production in mid-2006. The oil companies, including Occidental, fought the tax in Ecuador's domestic courts, but Ecuador refused to return the revenue it had already collected. Concurrently, Occidental brought an arbitration case against Ecuador under the Ecuador–United States Bilateral Investment Treaty, invoking UNCITRAL rules. After much wrangling, Ecuador and Occidental agreed to have the dispute heard by the London Court of International Arbitration, a private not-for-profit commercial arbitration body, as a neutral forum. The Court ruled in view.disc.asp?ID=220; see also Gerald Toth, Ecuador vs Occidental, ADBUSTERS: THE MAGAZINE, Sept.–Oct. 2006, available at http://adbusters.org/the_magazine/67/Ecuador_vs_Occidental.html ("The US petroleum company Occidental, accused of 42 legal violations, including environmental destruction and spying on protesters, was—to the shock of the company, the US government, and a pleasantly surprised Ecuadorian populace—refused a contract renewal for exploration and exploitation of Ecuadorian natural resources. The move was not a capricious expropriation on the part of Ecuador, rather the legal conclusion to a long saga of dispute with the company. Occidental first arrived to Ecuador in 1982, taking over 200,000 hectares of protected areas for oil exploration, while inducing the Ecuadorian government to pay all of the company's investment costs for exploration and set-up.").

154. Toth, supra note 153.
158. Some cases have been resolved, some are still pending.
161. Purchase, supra note 153.
162. The London Court of International Arbitration is a commercial dispute resolution institution. Parties may choose to utilize the court to settle commercial disputes. See London Court of International Arbitration, http://www.lcia-arbitration.com/ (last visited Feb. 6, 2008).
Occidental's favor, ordering a return of the taxes.\textsuperscript{164} The United Kingdom High Court of Justice upheld the decision on appeal in March 2006.\textsuperscript{165} Shortly thereafter, Ecuador implemented a 50 percent tax on "extraordinary profits" earned by foreign investors.\textsuperscript{166} Ecuador claimed that Occidental overproduced many of the wells and did not fulfill investment obligations in its drilling areas.\textsuperscript{167} The government took control of Occidental's oil production on May 15, 2006, allegedly seizing $1 billion of assets.\textsuperscript{168}

Occidental filed a new claim against Ecuador with the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes\textsuperscript{169} in May 2006\textsuperscript{170} under the arbitration provisions in the Ecuador–United States bilateral investment treaty, for the cancellation of the project and seizure of assets.\textsuperscript{171} ICSID is the primary dispute settlement mechanism for conflicts arising between states and foreign private investors. Unlike the ICJ, whose creation was driven by the entire community of nations, ICSID was the brain-child of another international organization—the World Bank Group. The World Bank’s reasons for sponsorship of the 1966 Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of other States were twofold: (1) the Bank staff sought to remove themselves from the direct mediation of investment disputes; and (2) the Bank believed that a specialized institution for settlement of investment disputes would encourage direct foreign investment in developing countries.\textsuperscript{172} While officially an autonomous international organization, the Centre continues to maintain close ties to the Bank. For example, the Chairman of the World Bank sits on the governing board of

\begin{itemize}
\item 168. \textit{Ecuador oil move prompts US ire}, supra note 137.
\item 170. Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. Ecuador, No. ARB06/11 (ICSID July 13, 2006).
\item 171. Purchase, supra note 153.
\end{itemize}
ICSID.\textsuperscript{173} ICSID was the first international tribunal to provide a system for nonstate actors (i.e. corporations and individuals) to sue states directly.\textsuperscript{174} Most commonly, referral to ICSID arbitration is found in investment contracts between governments of member countries and investors from other member countries. Advance consents by governments to submit investment disputes to ICSID arbitration can also be found in about twenty investment laws and in over 900 bilateral investment treaties.\textsuperscript{175} Having adjudicators whose backgrounds are not primarily legal sets ICSID apart from most other international tribunals, like the ICJ, IACHR, and ITLOS.\textsuperscript{176}

In response to Occidental's ICSID claim, Ecuador claimed the arbitration clause of the bilateral investment treaty does not apply to cancelled projects.\textsuperscript{177} In August 2007 the panel\textsuperscript{178} denied Occidental's

\textsuperscript{173} ICSID Convention, supra note 172, art. 5.

\textsuperscript{174} Lauterpacht, supra note 172. Additionally the ICSID Convention limited state immunity, nullified the customary international law rule that local remedies had to be exhausted first, and made the tribunal's award "directly enforceable within the territories of the States parties." \textit{Id}. In settling disputes, ICSID arbiters primarily apply and interpret treaties and agreements submitted to them by disputing parties. SCHREUER, supra note 172, at 549–643.

\textsuperscript{175} ICSID Convention, supra note 169, art. 25; SCHREUER, supra note 172, at 83–344. Additionally, settlement under ICSID is one of the main mechanisms provided for in the North American Free Trade Agreement, the Dominican Republic–Central America Free Trade Agreement, the Energy Charter Treaty, the Cartagena Free Trade Agreement and the Colonia Investment Protocol of Mercosur. While in theory states may bring claims against investors, a private investor typically initiates ICSID proceedings. \textit{See} ICSID Convention, supra note 169, arts. 28, 36; SCHREUER, supra note 172, at 415. Dispute Settlement under the ICSID Convention is conducted by ad hoc arbitral panels composed specifically to hear a particular dispute. ICSID Convention, supra note 169, arts. 37–40; SCHREUER, supra note 172, at 467–519. Arbiters are selected from a pool of 509 persons who have been previously designated by the contracting states and the chairman of the World Bank Group. ICSID Convention, supra note 172, arts. 37–40.

\textsuperscript{176} The Centre is supported by an Administrative Council and a Secretariat. \textit{See} P.F. Sutherland, The World Bank Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes, 28 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 367 (1979). The budget for the ICSID Secretariat is paid out of the Bank's budget, although the costs of individual proceedings are borne by the parties involved. Further financial information is available in \textsc{International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, ICSID Annual Report 2006, available at} http://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/ FrontServlet?requestType=ICSIDPublicationsRH&actionVal=ViewAnnualReports&year=2006 _Eng.

\textsuperscript{177} Mercedes Alvaro, \textit{U.S. Arbitration Court to look into Occidental Ecuador case}, MARKETWATCH, May 6, 2007, http://www.marketwatch.com/news/story/us-arbitration-courtlook-occidental/story.aspx?guid=%7BAED54FCB%2D06C9%2D46F8%2DA1E4%2D4CC091CED085%7D ("Ecuador contends the ICSID isn't the appropriate forum for arbitrating the dispute, as Occidental agreed when first contracting with Ecuador to abide by the country's local laws. Occidental, however, contends an international investment protection treaty signed between the U.S. and Ecuador supersedes the Andean country's local laws."); \textit{see also} Toth, supra note 153 ("Occidental executives, meanwhile, responded with a $1 billion arbitration claim to be heard by the World Bank's international trade tribunal in Washington DC, which is itself a contradiction of the terms of the Bilateral Investment Treaty signed by Ecuador and the US. 'We have not seized or confiscated the assets of the company; we have only fulfilled the law,' said Ecuador's Energy and Mines minister Ivan Rodriguez.").
request for provisional measures to stop all oil production in the contested area until settlement of the dispute. While the general consensus is that Occidental will likely win this arbitration, it is uncertain whether Ecuador will pay. As of publication of this Comment, Ecuador continued to refuse to accept ICSID’s jurisdiction to conduct binding arbitration of this matter.

Many commentators attribute Ecuador’s actions against Occidental as the direct result of massive and sustained indigenous protests, which effectively shut down the country for several months in 2006 and had officials fearing for their political survival. In response to the cancellation of Occidental’s Ecuadorian contract, the United States suspended all trade negotiations with Ecuador. Even with U.S. pressure, it is quite possible that Ecuador will not compromise with Occidental because Ecuador’s growing economic alliances with China and other Latin American countries make it less dependent on the goodwill of the United States.

If the London arbitration is any guide, it is unlikely the ICSID arbiters will consider the approximately forty allegations of environmental misconduct by Occidental as grounds for cancellation of the contract. The arbiters will also likely not consider the interests and concerns of the indigenous population—whose protests forced the Ecuadorian government to act—in reaching their decision. Investor-state dispute resolution bodies, like the ICSID, have thus far interpreted their


179. Id. at 46.


184. Toth, supra note 153 (“The entire incident is a case study in the relative power of corporations over nations, a ‘legal’ system in which a foreign corporation, denied a contract renewal on the grounds of its blatant violation, can in turn sue the nation for nearly two percent of its GDP, while the corporation’s home government, which happens to represent the world’s most powerful economy, simultaneously slaps it with a ‘deep freeze’ on all other trade agreements, the effects of which could crush the economy of a small developing nation such as Ecuador.”). Ecuador President Raphael Correa has said that Ecuador will not renew the U.S. military’s lease of a base in Ecuador if favorable trade terms for Ecuadorian exports are not extended as well. Id.
role as adjudicators very narrowly, focusing on discreet treaty language completely apart from treaty negotiation history or the reality "on the ground." The ICSID panel's decision will likely turn on a close reading of the contracts between Occidental and Ecuador and the bilateral investment treaty between the United States and Ecuador. Regardless of the ICSID panel's final decision, if a sufficient number of other countries are willing to provide economic support to Ecuador, the decision may have little practical impact on Occidental's future operations in Ecuador.

2. Function of the International Tribunals in this Dispute

The Ecuador-Occidental Petroleum dispute is distinguished from the maritime border and swordfish disputes because in this dispute nonstate stakeholders are utilizing international tribunals in an attempt to shape government policy. Occidental is marshalling the authority of the Ecuador-United States bilateral investment treaty and, by invoking ICSID arbitration, also putting the World Bank Group on notice of questionable investment and financial practices in Ecuador. The World Bank could potentially put pressure on the Ecuadorian government to resolve the dispute in Occidental's favor by threatening to downgrade its lending status among international lenders. The U.S. government suspended all free trade negotiations with Ecuador shortly after Occidental filed its complaint—a testament to the effectiveness of this strategy.¹⁸⁵ The World Bank has also exerted pressure on Ecuador, stating explicitly that Ecuador needs to put money aside to pay the judgment of the eventual decision, intimating that Ecuador will ultimately lose the case.¹⁸⁶ Future Bank funding could be negatively affected if Ecuador does not comply with the eventual ICSID decision.

The indigenous community, by pursuing a claim with the IACHR, has been able to rally support of its own. International human rights organizations (many of which are based in the United States and can exert domestic pressure on the U.S. government) and domestic support from other indigenous groups have strengthened the position of the indigenous community.¹⁸⁷ Perhaps most importantly, the IACHR has issued a decision mandating the Ecuadorian government to treat its

¹⁸⁷. For instance Friends of the Earth, Amazon Watch, Natural Resources Defense Council, Cultural Survival, Sierra Club, and Rainforest Action Network all have programs to raise awareness of environmental threats in Ecuador or maintain active ties with Ecuadorian activists.
citizens in accordance with international human rights law and the protective principles articulated in the Ecuadorian Constitution. 188

If domestic politicians are interested in changing the relationship between oil companies, the indigenous communities, and the state, the IACHR opinion could provide political coverage to a government interested in revoking or renegotiating oil contracts. For instance, in May 2007 the Ecuadorian government, under the guidance of President Raphael Correa, stated that it would comply with the 2005 IACHR Sarayaku decision and take measures to protect the indigenous community and the ecologically sensitive area. 189 The declarations and provisional measures by the IACHR in the Sarayaku case could provide Ecuador with further political cover if it chooses not to comply with an adverse ruling from the ICSID panel. The government can argue that it is bound by the IACHR decision, and the Ecuadorian Constitution, to respect the indigenous community’s rights to maintain its traditional way of life, which also means protecting the natural environment.

D. Tribunals Increase Public Awareness and Scrutiny of Disputes

Possibly one of the most important functions served by international tribunals is the raising of public awareness. Nonstate actors in particular may use international tribunals to raise awareness of a dispute in the larger global community. A dispute between Argentina and Uruguay over the building of two pulp mills along the Uruguay River provides an example of the increased publicity international tribunals can bring to a dispute.

I. Use of the Uruguay River—Dispute between Argentina and Uruguay

Shared resources often lead to conflicts because different countries have different environmental values and economic needs. The Argentina-Uruguay dispute over the construction of two pulp mills on the Uruguay River, which forms the boundary between the two countries, provides one example of such a conflict. Argentina and Uruguay have had a formal agreement to co-manage the Uruguay River since the 1975 signing of the Statute of the River Uruguay. 190

While Argentina and Uruguay have had a number of disputes over proper management of the shared waterway, this particular dispute began

when Uruguay announced plans to build two large pulp mills on its side of the river.\textsuperscript{191} The two mills, one to be built and operated by Botnia of Finland and the other by Empresa Nacional de Celulosa de España (ENCE) of Spain, will have combined construction costs of $2 billion and will be among the largest pulp mills in the world.\textsuperscript{192} The mills also represent the largest foreign investment in Uruguay's history and are expected to create 2,500 local jobs.\textsuperscript{193} Over half a billion dollars are being invested by World Bank Group sources.\textsuperscript{194} A World Bank cumulative impact study of the project estimates the economic benefit of the mills over each of their forty years of production will be equal to about 2.5 percent of Uruguay's 2004 GDP.\textsuperscript{195}

The proposed mills are to be located in a sparsely populated area and in close proximity to an internationally protected wetland.\textsuperscript{196} Local environmentalists on both sides of the border are concerned that discharge from the mills will pollute protected wetlands and harm wildlife.\textsuperscript{197} The pulp mills will take trees from nearby tree farms, shredding, cooking, and bleaching the trees until a paper pulp is produced. This process uses caustic chemicals, including chlorine, and results in significant air and water pollution. One of the reasons Botnia and ENCE are choosing to build mills in Uruguay is that the cheaper chlorine-bleaching method of pulp production has been outlawed in Europe—the firms are moving overseas rather than upgrading their European plants.\textsuperscript{198} Environmentalists are also concerned that unhealthy


\textsuperscript{194} The International Financial Corporation is investing $170 million and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Association has guaranteed an additional $350 million. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{195} Cumulative Impact Study, supra note 193, at ES.xxv tbl. ES-5; David Haskel, \textit{Finland to Facilitate, 'Not Mediate' Uruguay-Argentina Pulp Mill Dispute}, 29 INT'L ENV'T REP. (BNA) 646 (Sept. 6, 2006).


\textsuperscript{197} A study from the National University of Uruguay raises concerns about pulp mill emissions that contain compounds similar to fish hormones, which have been associated with reproductive and endocrine system damage. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{198}
stress may be placed on nearby surrounding native forests, since the current and projected timber plantations are insufficient to meet the needs of the two giant mills. Argentina is concerned that the pulp mills will pollute its water, land, and air as well as hurt its local tourism-based economy.

Residents on both sides of the border near the proposed sites have staged massive and continuous protests, blocking many bridges that cross the river and serve as the main arteries to the coastal region. During the summer holiday season of 2005–06 when the coastal area is typically flooded with tourists, local residents blocked passage across the bridges between Argentina and Uruguay for forty-five days. In addition to protests, local residents have filed lawsuits against the two companies and state permitting agencies in Argentinean and Uruguayan courts. Civic organizations, represented by the Center for Human Rights and the Environment, have also targeted private commercial banks and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. Citizen groups and

The plants will use second-rate technology, currently phased out in Europe, applying chlorine that, combined with other toxins used in the milling process, results in discharges of carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and chlorine dioxide (which in turn emit dioxins and absorbable halogen dioxins), into water and into the atmosphere. The production of pulp will also result in the accumulation of lead, cadmium, chrome, and arsenic in the soil around the plant, all of which have been shown to produce numerous illnesses, including genetic defects, cancer, respiratory problems, and skin disease.


199. The mills will "require 300,000 hectares of plantation timber within a 200km radius to feed the mills, whereas Uruguay is only able to cultivate timber in an area 44% of that size." Emissions reach Uruguayan Site, supra note 196.

200. Drago, supra note 192.

201. CEDHA claims over 100,000 people have marched in a single protest. CEDHA, 100,000 march peacefully against Uruguayan Papermills, http://www.cedha.org.ar/en/more_information/100000-march-uruguay.php (last visited Jan. 6, 2008).

202. The bridges are Uruguay's main connection to Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, and Peru. The Chamber of International Automotive Land Transportation of Uruguay is planning to take legal action against Argentina because its trucks have suffered serious losses from not being able to cross the border. Drago, supra note 192.

203. Cumulative Impact Study, supra note 193, (1.6).


205. Id. Specifically, CEDHA alleges violation of:

- Articles 1(1), 2, 4, 5, 19, 25, 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights
- Articles 1, 10, 11 of the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights "Protocol of San Salvador"
Argentina filed complaints with the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman of the IFC. Additionally, Argentina has exerted political pressure, in closed-door meetings, on World Bank Group officials and other potential commercial lenders. It has also sought relief from the ICJ in the form of provisional measures to stop construction of the mills.

Uruguay has also sought the assistance of international bodies to resolve this conflict. The Uruguayan government sent representatives to the Organization of American States to express its “utmost concern” over Argentina's failure to ensure the free circulation of persons, as guaranteed by Article 22 of the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights. Uruguay also registered a complaint with Mercosur, the South American economic integration organization, over the bridge blockades.

a. Project Review by the International Finance Corporation and Multilateral Insurance Guarantee Association Ombudsman

Both the Botnia and ENCE mills are being largely funded by the International Finance Corporation and insured by the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Company (MIGA). In response to considerable popular pressure in the 1990s accusing World Bank Group lenders of being insensitive to local consideration, the World Bank and its close associates IFC and MIGA refashioned their commitment to environmentally responsible development and created an ombudsman position in 1999 to review bank funded projects for compliance. The Office of the Compliance Officer/Ombudsman (CAO) reports directly to the President of the World Bank Group and makes recommendations, based on its independent findings, as to how the IFC and MIGA can

- Articles I, VII, XI of the American Declaration of Rights and Duties of Man.
207. Cumulative Impact Study, supra note 193, (1.7). Argentina’s economy is twelve times larger than Uruguay’s. Argentina’s threat to change its financial policies in order to express its displeasure with the World Bank and private lenders is a significant threat.
209. Drago, supra note 192.
210. See infra note 243.
211. Briefing Paper for Investors, supra note 198 (The Botnia project is worth about $US 1.2 billion, with $200 million sought from the IFC. The ENCE project is worth about $US 660 million, also with $200 million sought from IFC.).
better comply with its internal policies, including environmental policies.\textsuperscript{212}

Local citizen input\textsuperscript{213} and concerns expressed by the Argentinean government affected the scope of the proposed mills and led to greater assessment of the proposed projects. At the outset of the project, Botnia and ENCE both prepared environmental and social assessments describing the expected impacts of the mills and outlined proposed mitigation and enhancement measures to manage those impacts.\textsuperscript{214} There was strong local opposition to these initial plans as insufficiently comprehensive or accurate.\textsuperscript{215} Massive local protests, including the aforementioned demonstrations, and political pressure from Argentina caused IFC/MIGA to seek further assessment before agreeing to fund the mills.\textsuperscript{216} A number of private commercial banks withdrew funding completely.\textsuperscript{217} Argentina asked the World Bank to withhold financing assistance until a binational environmental impact study could be completed.\textsuperscript{218}

The Center for Human Rights and the Environment (CEDHA), an organization representing local Uruguayan and Argentinean citizens,\textsuperscript{219} filed a complaint with the CAO charging that IFC violated a number of internal practices and guidelines. For instance CEDHA claimed the IFC failed to properly plan for the protection of sensitive wetlands and waterways; failed to conduct proper environmental assessments or meet


\textsuperscript{213} According to the IFC ombudsman, over 39,000 people in Argentina and Uruguay signed a complaint submitted to IFC and MIGA alleging that the proposed mills posed serious environmental and social risks and violated the internal investing policies of the World Bank Group. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION, MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT GUARANTEE AGENCY, OFFICE OF THE COMPLIANCE ADVISOR/OMBUDSMAN, 2005-06 ANNUAL REPORT, available at http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/documents/CAOAnnualReport2005-06English.pdf.

\textsuperscript{214} Cumulative Impact Study, supra note 193, (pmbl.).


with affected stakeholders; and failed to mandate the project use the least environmentally damaging technology.\textsuperscript{220}

In response to these complaints and subsequent investigations by the CAO, the IFC commissioned a Cumulative Impact Study (CIS) of the "construction and operations of the two pulp mills and their respective raw material sourcing."\textsuperscript{221} While the CIS was ongoing, the massive protests and mobilization by local tourist and environmental groups led ENCE to relocate its planned facility downriver at a site mutually agreeable to both Argentineans and Uruguayans.\textsuperscript{222}

Upon completion of the CIS, the IFC allowed for a period of public comment on the report and commissioned a panel of independent experts to review the existing project documentation and all the public comments.\textsuperscript{223} The results of the review were then published with a list of additional information and analysis that the panel felt was required for a complete environmental assessment of the two mills.\textsuperscript{224} The IFC then commissioned additional experts to revise the draft CIS in response to the recommendations of the independent experts and public comments.\textsuperscript{225} Upon completion and release of the final CIS, IFC/MIGA approved funding for the Botnia mill.\textsuperscript{226}

While review by the CAO did not result in an outright rejection of the project, it did result in substantial revisions to the proposed projects,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{220} CEDHA charged IFC with violating:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item IFC Operational Policy OP7.50 Projects on International Waterways;
    \item IFC Operational Policy OP4.01 Environmental Assessment;
    \item IFC Disclosure Policy;
    \item International, bilateral and national laws in the assessment, planning, and implementation of the projects;
    \item Specific environmental, social and disclosure policy considerations for Category A projects;
    \item Requirements to adopt the least environmentally damaging technology mandated by the World Bank Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook (Pulp and Paper mills);
    \item Consideration of the likely grave social, economic, and environmental harm that the projects will have on local residents in both Uruguay and Argentina
  \end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{221} Cumulative Impact Study, supra note 193, (1.1).

\textsuperscript{222} International Finance Corporation, FAQs: Uruguayan Pulp Mills, http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/lac.nsf/Content/Uruguay_PulpMills_FAQ (last visited Jan. 21, 2008). After ENCE decided to relocate its mill to the Rio Plata, IFC suspended funding pending a review of the impacts of the mill at the new site. Id.

\textsuperscript{223} Id.

\textsuperscript{224} Id.

\textsuperscript{225} Id.

\textsuperscript{226} Id.
with some increased environmental protections such as recycling of water, higher level treatment of effluent, and a two-stage bleaching process to reduce the production of dioxin.\textsuperscript{227}

\textit{b. Argentina Asks for Help from the ICJ}

In May 2006, Argentina filed a claim\textsuperscript{228} against Uruguay with the ICJ claiming Uruguay breached its obligations under the 1975 Statute of the River Uruguay Treaty,\textsuperscript{229} which requires the two countries to manage the shared river together.\textsuperscript{230} Argentina contends Uruguay “unilaterally authorized” the construction of the pulp mills without prior notification or consent.\textsuperscript{231} Further, Argentina claims the mills will “damage the environment of the River Uruguay and its area of influence zone,” affecting over 300,000 residents, and posing “significant risks of pollution of the river, deterioration of biodiversity, harmful effects on health and damage to fisheries resources,” and “extremely serious consequences for tourism and other economic interests.”\textsuperscript{232}

Argentina asked the Court to rule that Uruguay had violated the treaty and asked that it require Uruguay to take measures to comply with its international obligations.\textsuperscript{233} The Court is in the process of accepting

\begin{itemize}
  \item Cumulative Impact Study, \textit{supra} note 193, (ES.vii–viii).
  \item The statute’s purpose is “to establish the joint machinery necessary for the optimum and rational utilization of the River Uruguay.” \textit{Id.} art. 1. The statute governs, inter alia, the conservation, utilization and development of natural resources and the prevention of pollution. \textit{Id.} chs. IX, X; see also Press Release, \textit{Int’l Court of Justice, supra} note 191.
  \item Press Release, \textit{Int’l Court of Justice, supra} note 191 (quoting translation of Pulp Mills Application, \textit{supra} note 228).
  \item \textit{Id} (quoting translation of Pulp Mills Application, \textit{supra} note 228).
  \item \textit{Id}. Specifically, Argentina asked the court to “to adjudge and declare”:
    \begin{itemize}
    \item that Uruguay has breached the obligations incumbent upon it under the 1975 Statute and the other rules of international law to which that Statute refers, including but not exclusively:
      \begin{itemize}
      \item the obligation to take all necessary measures for the optimum and rational use of the River Uruguay;
      \item the obligation of prior notification to CARU and to Argentina;
      \item the obligation to comply with the procedures laid down in Chapter II of the 1975 Statute;
      \item the obligation to take all necessary measures to preserve the aquatic environment and prevent pollution and the obligation to protect biodiversity and fisheries, including the obligation to prepare a full, objective study on environmental impact;
      \item the obligation to co-operate in regard to the prevention of pollution and the protection of biodiversity and fisheries; and
      \end{itemize}
    \end{itemize}
submissions from the two parties with a decision likely to be rendered within a year or two, depending on how contentious the submittal process is.

At the same time, Argentina filed a request for the application of provisional measures by the ICJ to halt construction of the two mills. Argentina claimed “continued construction of the works in question under present conditions will significantly aggravate their harmful economic and social impact,” and that the River Uruguay environment and surrounding inhabitants would be “seriously and irreversibly compromise[d]” if the mills were commissioned prior to a final decision of the Court.

Following oral arguments in June 2006, the ICJ denied the request for provisional measures, holding that the Statute of the River Uruguay did not require provisional measures under the circumstances. In reaching its conclusion, the Court cited to previous ICJ decisions in which it had emphasized the importance of protecting the natural environment. However it found that Uruguay’s decision to authorize construction posed no imminent threat of damage to the environment, the economy, or social interests of Argentineans who live along the river. Argentina must again file for provisional measures once

2. that, by its conduct, Uruguay has engaged its international responsibility to Argentina;
3. that Uruguay shall cease its wrongful conduct and comply scrupulously in future with the obligations incumbent upon it; and
4. that Uruguay shall make full reparation for the injury caused by its breach of the obligations incumbent upon it.

Id. (quoting translation of Pulp Mills Application, supra note 228, at 10).


237. Whereas the power of the Court to indicate provisional measures to maintain the respective rights of the parties is to be exercised only if there is an urgent need to prevent irreparable prejudice to the rights that are the subject of the dispute before the Court has had an opportunity to render its decision.
operation of the mills is about to begin and the threat to the environment is truly imminent. While the Court is being almost painfully literalist in its application of provisional measures, it did go on to state that "Uruguay necessarily bears all risks relating to any finding on the merits that the Court might later make" and that the construction of the mills at the current site cannot be deemed to create a fait accompli.  

In November 2006, Uruguay submitted its own request to the ICJ asking the Court to issue provisional measures requiring Argentina to take appropriate measures to end the roadblocks and ensure the free movement of people, which the ICJ denied. While the Court did conclude that it had sufficient jurisdiction to hear Uruguay's request, it decided that there was no "imminent risk of irreparable prejudice to the rights of Uruguay."  

c. **Uruguay Asks for Help from Mercosur**

Argentina and Uruguay are both active members of the Southern Common Market, also known as Mercosur, and are heavily invested in its legitimacy and continued viability. Shortly after Argentina filed its claim with the ICJ, Uruguay sent a letter to Mercosur requesting the formal start of direct negotiations under the dispute settlement provisions of Mercosur. The dispute settlement system established for Mercosur by the Olivos Protocol is binding on the member states for all disputes raising issues covered by the Treaty of Asunció or related Protocols.

---


238. *Id.* ¶ 78.


240. Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Req. for Provisional Measures) (Order of Jan. 23, 2007) [hereinafter Uruguay Provisional Measures Order], available at http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/135/13615.pdf. The Court found that it could exercise jurisdiction if it chose to do so, but also remarked that Uruguay had already sought a decision on the roadblocks from Mercosur and received one. The Court noted that under Mercosur rules, once remedy has been sought through Mercosur, neither party can seek a ruling from another court or tribunal. In so many words, the Court reprimanded Uruguay for seeking a more "enforceable" decision from the ICJ than it received from Mercosur. *Id.; see also* Int'l Court of Justice, Summary of the Order of 27 January 2007, Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay, http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/index.php?sum=666&code=au&p1=3&p2=3&case=135&k=88&p3=5.


243. Established in 1991 by Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and Paraguay with the signing of the Treaty of Asunció, Mercosur's purpose is to establish a common market and eliminate trade barriers among the parties. Treaty of Asunció, Mar. 26, 1991, 30 I.L.M. 1041. While the Treaty does not provide for dispute settlement, several corollary protocols established a system
A Mercosur arbitration panel first looks to the Treaty of Asunció for authority, but may also draw upon the decisions of the Common Market Council, the resolutions of the Common Market Group, or principles and norms of international law. Only state parties may submit cases directly to Mercosur courts; individual entities and persons, with a complaint against a member state, must file their claims with their national chapter of the Common Market Group. Ad hoc arbitration panels are composed of three arbitrators, selected from a preapproved pool of qualified persons. Parties submit formal written arguments to the arbitration panel and make presentations to the panel. The panel is authorized to issue provisional measures if an urgent situation exists.\textsuperscript{244}

Mercosur granted Uruguay's request for an arbitration panel. The panel directly addressed the competing interests of (1) a commitment to free and open movement of goods and people across borders, and (2) a respect for human rights and the right of freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{245} The panel struggled to reach a conclusion on how best to balance these two important principles when they are in tension.\textsuperscript{246} Ultimately, it ruled against Argentina, concluding the roadblocks on the Uruguay River bridges violated Mercosur commitments.\textsuperscript{247} While the panel acknowledged that a state can only be partially responsible for the actions of its protesting citizens, and that a commitment to nonviolent government action is to be supported and respected, the panel concluded that too much inaction on the part of the state can be seen as tacit support for the protestors and therefore a violation of its commitment to open commerce.\textsuperscript{248} The panel stated that the government's inaction was not compatible with its commitment to the free flow of goods and services.\textsuperscript{249} However, the panel softened its decision by not placing
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specific requirements on Argentina to ensure blockade cessation, stating that it had no reason to believe that Argentina had "wrongful intent." Much to Uruguay's dismay, the roadblocks continued after the Mercosur decision, and the Argentinean government made minimal attempts to keep the roads open.

2. Future of the Mills?

For now, the future of the mills is uncertain. Already the ENCE mill relocated to a site agreeable to both Argentineans and Uruguayans. Some major funding sources have decided to withdraw support for the projects because of the international controversy. Protests on both sides of the border are continuing, and Uruguay has sent troops to protect the partially constructed Botnia mill from potential sabotage. The decisions from the ICJ and the Mercosur arbiter have not been very different from each other so far.

The residents along the river who oppose the mill must rely on Argentina to represent their interests in front of the ICJ. In 1945 when the United Nations created the ICJ, the founding members viewed international relations as the exclusive domain of nation-states. As such, only states may submit or be parties in cases before the court. The ICJ may be taking a conservative approach to this case because it has a strong institutional respect for state sovereignty. In any case, the ICJ decision may be moot if financial support for the mills disappears.

The multiple tribunals involved in this Uruguay River dispute are providing an important opportunity for different stakeholders—the governments, residents, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), companies, and investors—to have their concerns considered. In particular, the IFC/MIGA CAO review provided the local people with a focal point for directing advocacy and an opportunity to share their concerns about the project. Filing petitions with the IACHR and the ICJ, while useful legally, was also an effective strategic move for the opponents of the mills because image conscious investors are wary about getting involved in an unpopular or controversial project. Regardless of the final outcome of all the litigation, the availability of tribunals has already made the project more ecologically sensitive by requiring upgrades to the plant construction, and has put the mills and the
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government on notice that the local population will not allow its natural resources to be polluted or mismanaged.

CONCLUSION

Multiple tribunals are beneficial to the promotion of global democracy in a global economy. By increasing the number of available tribunals over the past decade, stakeholders with different perspectives have been able to participate in the decisionmaking process regarding how natural resources should be utilized. The disputes heard by international tribunals do not occur in a political vacuum. States and private investors are responsive to the perspectives of international jurists and their decisions, even if not "enforceable" in the traditional domestic sense, because the decisions carry significant political and public power. The governments of Honduras and Nicaragua were both willing to abide by a decision of the ICJ as to their maritime border when all other negotiations failed. Chile and the EC were able to reach a compromise agreement acceptable to both countries' citizens. The Ecuadorian people are using international tribunals to pressure foreign corporations to change their business practices. The owners of the proposed ENCE pulp mill in Uruguay decided to relocate the mill to avoid a potentially adverse decision by an international court.

While international tribunals must decide only the questions they are asked and stay within the governing jurisdictional framework and scope of law, a number of other political and policy considerations enter into their decisions. The anticipation of the kind of ruling a tribunal is likely to issue can be sufficient to alter the relative strength of particular viewpoints, as evidenced by the Chile-EC swordfish dispute. Chile and the EC could each anticipate the rulings of ITLSO and the WTO and were therefore able to reach a political settlement taking those anticipated rulings into account.

Public perception of what an issue is "really about" can also shape the outcome as demonstrated by the pulp mills dispute and the fight by indigenous Ecuadorians to protect their way of life and environment. A stakeholder can help "frame" an issue in a particular way through its written petition to a particular (sympathetic) tribunal and invoking particular legal obligations or principles, as Nicaragua did by first seeking redress from the CACJ—an institution focused on regional integration. The increased public scrutiny associated with bringing claims before certain international tribunals can also affect the outcome. This is most clearly evidenced in the pulp mills dispute with the relocation of the ENCE mill, but was also likely a factor in the Chile-EC swordfish dispute.
Based on the lessons of these four disputes, the expansion of international judicial forums would be a positive development for the environment. Environmental protections are strengthened when local populations and conservation groups have input into and participate in determining how resources are used. The economic tribunals provide a counterbalance to the human rights tribunals—helping to ensure the concerns of all affected groups will be considered in the ultimate resolution to the dispute. In this sense, tribunals like the WTO Dispute Settlement Body and International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes provide a counterpoint to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

While the increasing number of forums is providing governments, NGOs, private corporations, and individual citizens with more choices for redressing concerns, there exists a real concern regarding incompatible rulings by multiple forums. Thus far, this problem has largely been avoided through political maneuvering and negotiation. Rather than the proliferation of tribunals being of such concern, the trend that should give us pause is that of new limitations being placed on parties in agreements such as the North America Free Trade Agreement and the Dominican Republic–Central America Free Trade Agreement, which both require litigants to give up their potential legal remedies in other forums before proceeding with an arbitration. If this practice spreads to other trade and investment treaties, many of the tribunals examined in this paper will become inaccessible to states and NGOs.

There is also concern a two-tiered complaint system will develop, where citizens are only allowed redress to “informative” tribunals like the IFC ombudsman and the environmental side-agreement to NAFTA, while private corporations are allowed access to “enforcement” tribunals with the power to impose monetary penalties. A two-tier system among “classes” of stakeholders should be avoided. In other words, nonstate actors should have equal access to international tribunals, without discrimination between corporations, NGOs, and individuals. The instances where tribunals have had the largest measurable effect on a dispute are those where the tribunal served to generate and disseminate information to the public.

International tribunals have become an integral and dynamic part of our international and local discourse. Recognizing their ability to strengthen and protect democratic institutions and decisionmaking is key to understanding their role in the global political and economic framework. Understanding the important functions being carried out by

tribunals can help shape the institutional framework for future tribunals and ensure current tribunals continue to flourish and continue to be properly utilized.